Uniform Convergence of Fourier Series by Nash, John P.
UNIFORM CONVERGENCE O F  FOURIER SERIES 
1. Introduction, I t  is well known that the Fourier series of a 
continuous function is not necessarily uniformly convergent in 
a n  interval of continuity of the sum-function. However, if, in 
addition to being continuous, the function is also of bounded 
variation then i t  is lcno~vn that  the Fourier series is uniformly 
convergent in the interval of periodicity. This is the so-called 
Jordan criterion for uniform convergence, 
A second criterion for uniform convergence is the Dini- 
Lipschitz condition. If 
then the Fourier series of f ( x )  converges uniformly. This condi- 
tion may be slightly improved. The  essential point t o  be ob- 
served here, as far a s  the results of this paper are concerned, is 
that  the power of log 1/1 t 1 exceeds unity. 
I t  was proved by H. E. Bray1 that  continuous functions of 
Ccart jiniZ have uniformly convergent Fourier series. A function 
i (x), summable for 0 6 x 5 2n is said to be of kcart jini in this 
nterval if the integrals 
JLi j ( z ) a  sin i ~ r d x  J, j(.). cos u ~ d x  
are bounded independently of the integer ?z and the numbers a ,  
b; where 0 6 a  < b g 2n, This result contains the above-mentioned 
Jordan criterion since every function of bounded variation is a 
function of dcart jinz'. 
Bray also showed3 that  if the Fourier coefficictlts of a bounded 
and measurable function are O(l/n Iog n) the function is a 
function of &cart Jini. 
The present paper has a two-fold purpose. First, to  define a 
Am. Jour. Math., Jan. 1929, p. 149 e t  seq. 
Hadamard. Jour. de Liouville, Ser. 4, v. 8, p. 154. 
Comptes Rendus, t 190, p. 1371. 
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class of functions wider than the class of functions of &cart jini 
and t o  obtain sufficient conditions for the existence of functions 
of this class, Second, t o  show tha t  if continuous functions of this 
new class have moduli of continuity satisfying a slight restric- 
tion-less restrictive, in fact, than the Dini-Lipschitz condition 
-then their Fourier series converge uniformly. These functions 
do not satisfy the classical convergence criteria. An interesting 
example of a function of this kind, for which the Dini-Lipschitz 
criterion is not satisfied, is exhibited. 
2. Functions of Class +(n). A summable function f(x) of period 
27r will be said to  be of class +(n)  in the interval 0 _1x 527r if 
uniformly for all x, n, a ,  b with b - a s 2 n .  If, in particular, 
4 ( n )  =n, the function f ( x )  is a function of e'cart fini. 
THEOREM 1. If the Fourier coeficients of a bounded and meas- 
urable function f ( x )  of period 2n are of the order l/+(n), where 
% sJ / (n )  5 n log n ,  and i f  the condition 
i s  satisjied, then f ( x )  i s  of class +(n) =+(n)/log n. 
I t  should be noted that we must have +(a) =O(n)  except in 
the trivial case where f ( x )  is a null function, For suppose that  
4(n)/n were unbounded with f ( x )  not a null function. We 
consider the expression 
An integration by parts gives 
?r/2n a /27~  
f ( x  + t )  cos nfdt = n 1 [ ~ ( x  + 1) - F ( S )  1 sin nldt 
where 
* This condition assures us that  @(t) is an increasing function. 
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If we suppose that  f ( x )  is not a null function (we may assume 
that  f ( x )  > 0), then for some x we shall have 
for I tl sufficiently small. Hence 
al2n l ( / f i &  1 [ F ( X  + 1) - F(x)  sin ntdl > it qt sin ntdt = q/n 
for n sufficiently large. Therefore 
+(n) 
+(a)  J r127Ll(x + 1) cos ntdt  > -(Is 
0 71 
But as n 4  m ,  4(n)/n--+ m. I t  follows that  the expression (3) is 
unbounded. This is in contradiction with the definition of func- 
tions of this class, for f ( x )  is summable and therefore expression 
(3) is uniformly bounded. 
In order to prove the theorem we make use of two lemmas. 
The first concerns the expression 
with m a positive integer and 6 ally positive number such that  
7n6 5 ZT. 
LEMMA I. If $(n)  = O(n)  , and i f f  ( x )  is bounded and wzeasurable 
and i s  such that E ( x ,  m, 6 )  = 0 ( 1 / ~ $ / 1 / 6 ) ) ,  then 
Since f(x) is bounded, a part of the  interval of length O ( l / n )  
may be disregarded in considering the boundedness of the ex- 
pression ) +(n)Ji f (x+t)  cos ntdtl . But 4 f n )  S O ( n )  so we may dis- 
card a part of [a,  b] of length O ( l / n ) .  The integral to be con- 
sidered is the difference of two integrals of the form 
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J{f(x+t) cos ntdt  so i t  suffices t o  consider this integral. We 
have, after letting a =nzn /n  and integrating by parts, 
+ k7n '17 '  P ( z  + t )n sin nldt. 
But 
nanln So F ( r  + t)n sin nfdl 
n l n  
[I.'(% $ t )  + (- 1 )  7 J ~ - 1 P ( ~  + t + ( m  - I)T/?z) 1% sin ?ztdt 
1  " I 'L 
+ E ( X  + 1, la - I ,  T / ~ / ) L ) M  sin ntdt. 
Since E = O ( l / 4 ( n ) ) ,  the last integral is O ( l / + ( n ) ) .  We therc- 
fore have 
main So j(r + 1) cos utdt 
rln 
[F(X + t )  + (- 1) 7fL-1F(x + t + (nt - l )n / , t )  JYZ sin wtdt 
This can be written as  
rns ln  
j ( z  + t )  cos d d l  
*In 
= 'l[F(Z + t )  - F ( x )  172 sin ntdt 
2 
(4) 
+ f ( - l ) n 1 - l S o * i 7 i [ F ( x + t +  ( m -  1 ) -  "> tz 
- F x + - i z  sin ittdt 4 O ( l / $ ( n ) ) .  ( '31 
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But 
Since 0 st S n / n .  We may also write 
and thus 
Hence each term in the right member of (4) is of the order 
l/q5(n), and the lemma is proved. 
The trapezoidal sum is used in the proof of the second 
lemma. This sum is defined on the interval a g x  5 6  for the 
function F ( x )  as follows: 
where a+mh = b. 
LEMMA 2. If T ( a ,  b, h )  -J,bF(x)dx = O(h /$ ( l / h ) )  unifornzly in 
a s x s b ,  then E ( x ,  wz, h) = O ( l / $ ( l / h ) ) .  
We have 
Thus T ( a ,  b, h )  - T ( a ,  b ,  h /2 )  = O(lz/q5(1 / h ) ,  and 
F(a) - 2F(a + h/2) + . . . 4- (- 1)2qnF(a f mh) 
= 0(1/+(1/h)) .  
This is the desired result, and the lemma is proved. 
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We are now able to  prove Theorem 1. From condition ( 2 )  we 
obtain the condition 
For since +'(t)/+(t) > k / t  we have 
We may suppose that ,  almost anywhere, 
m 
f ( x )  = (a,  cos rx + br sin r x )  
r=11 
since i t  is clear tha t  when (1) is satisfied for f ( x )  it is satisfied 
for f ( x )  -ao/2. There is no loss of generality in supposing 
also that  
* a, sin r x  - b, cos r.v 
R x )  = C 
?=I 7 
In order to prove the theorem i t  will suffice to  show that  
For the sake of brevity we shall write 4(t) =+(t)/log t. \Ve thus 
wish to show that  
T ( a ,  b, Iz) - l b F ( x ) d r  = O ( i / ~ ( l / h ) ) .  
If we set  b =a f m h  with 0 < 6 -a  5 27r, we obtain 
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x+ 2 a, sin r(a+ ih) u, rh =- (COS ra-cos r(u+rp~h)) ctn- 
2=0 i=I r Y 2 
m-I =+ 2 b, cos r(a+ih) & r Jz 
=- (-sin ra+sin r(a+ntlz)) ctn - . 
i = O  z=i Y Y 2 
Thus we obtain 
Iz MIA, (a ) -A , (a+mh)  rk  (7) T(u,  b, Iz )  = - ctn - + a 
2 .=I Y 2 
where A,(x)  =a;, cos nx+b, sin nx. The accent indicates that  in 
the summation r runs through all positive integer values except 
those for which rh/2 is a multiple of T .  These will be considered 
separately, their sum being represented by F. 
We also have 
with the same interpretation of the prime over the summation 
h * &(a) - A,(a + mh) r?z 
= - ctn- + IS 
2 1 Y 2 
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We wish to  show that  (8) is O(h/rb(l/h)), that  is 
We consider first the terms of a of (7) for which r h / 2 = k ~ ,  
k =  1, 2 ,  3, . - . . We replace h by ~ / n  a d consider the terms 
for which r=2kn. If the right number of (6) is divided by 
h/+(l/h) = n / n + ( n / ~ )  we obtain 
+ [att, sin 2 kn(a + i h )  
7z+(nl~) 
- bekn cos 2k4a + ih ) ]  ---- 
T 
which is equal to 
( ~ n )  > .  ~ m .  
Since mh=m.rr/lzs2n we have m = O(n). The expression (10) 
does not exceed in absolute value a quantity of the order 
m 1 
nld(n) 2 hnJ.(2 kn)  ' 
But 
= o(l/+(?z)) from (5). 
I t  follows that (11) is of order +(n)/$(n) = l/log lz which is ~ ( l ) .  
This is a sharper result than we need. 
If we denote the expression (9) by P(a, b, h) and replace k 
by r /n  we may write 
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The third sum here is in absolute value not greater than 
where I< is some positive constant. The above expression does 
not exceed a quantity of the order 
The second sum of (12) does not exceed in absolute value a 
quantity of the order 
The first sum of (13) does not exceed 
1 72-1 ra 
= ---xi n log n I tan &I  
But 
n-1 ax 272 71. 
tan -dx = --Iog tan-. 
2 12 a 292 
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Since tan ( n / 2 n )  = O ( l / n )  i t  follows that  
2 12 
- log tan (7r/2n) = O ( n  log n ) .  
7r 
Hence the first sum of ( 1 3 )  has no greater order than 
[ I / ( %  log n ) ] O ( n  log zz) = O(1) .  
For the second sum in (13 )  we have 
$(n )  ctn - 
9 




r i  (9) 
The second sum here gives 
ctn - 
27~(l i+l) - - l  1 21t(k+l)- l  c Ictn '"1 ' 1 1 ' 2nii(2nkl  2nk+l  r=2nk+1 2 n 
1 "-1 ' + 2nk 
< c 1 etn ---- 




2n-1 Z: ictn ;/ < O ( n  log n). 
r = n + l  
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It therefore follows tha t  (14)  does not exceed a quantity of 
the order 
Q(n) 5 log n " 1 (15) 5 $f,(rt)  log Fz -- . +
k=l nkJl(nk) k-1 k # ( n k )  
We have already seen that  the last sum in (15)  is not greater 
than a quantity of the order l / $ ( n ) .  I t  follows tha t  (14)  is oE 
the order $(n)  log n/$(n) = 1. 
We have shown thus far t h a t  the second and third sums of 
(12)  are O ( 1 ) .  We must now show tha t  
A,(a) - &(a + nzn/?t) i 
r=l Y ~ T  4 ( )  ( c t n  
The  expression 
YT ra 
1 - -  ctn - 
272 2% 97Q (t) 
(16) 
r2n 
is bounded as n-+ for fixed r. This is easily seen since from a 
well known formula* 
1  - x ctn x 1 x2 2x4 xC 
= - + - + - + - f . . .  . 
x2 3 45 945 4725 
Moreover, (16) is an  increasing function of r for each fixed n. 
Its greatest value occurs therefore when r = n ;  namely 
where K is a positive constant. 
If we use the second mean value theorems for sums, we obtain 
* B. 0. Peirce, Tables. 
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I t  is thus sufficient t o  show that  
is uniformly bounded for all n-i.e., tha t  A,(%) is uniformly 
bounded. 
If f(x) is bounded and measurable, the first Cessro mean is 
uniformly bou~lded for all x and n. For if the n th  partial sum of 
this mean is denoted by s,, we have 
From this the result follows, For if f(x) is bounded and has 
Fourier coefficients 0(1/n) ,  the partial sums of the Fourier de- 
velopment are uniformly bounded. In fact 
where s, is the nth partiaI sum of z," A%(%). But nA,,=O(l), 
so i t  follotvs t ha t  the partial sums of the series are bounded uni- 
formly. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
As a particular example we note tha t  the conditions of the 
theorem are satisfied for the function $(n) =n(Iog n)=, 0 <as 1. 
For we have 
drC/ CY 
L - 
r C / ( f ~ )  + (log n)" > (log yz)" = ----- - 
dn (10g~z)~f"  'PZ 
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Since the condition tha t  +(n) 2 n  was used in the proof of 
Theorem 1 only to  show tha t  the partial sums of the Fourier 
series of S(x) were uniformly bounded, we may state the follow- 
ing theorem. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 1. I f  the Fourier coejicients of a 
bounded and .measurable function f ( x )  of period 2 7 ~  are of the order 
I/$(n) with the condition d$(t)/dt > k+(t)/t satisjied for some 
k > 0, and if the partial sums of the Fourier series of f ( x )  are uni- 
formly bounded, then f ( x )  i s  of class $(rt)/log n. 
Following the terminology of Bray,%ve shall say that  a func- 
tion f ( x )  i s  of class 4(n) and admits the constant K if K i s  such 
that the inequalities 
I d ( n )  J ' f ( z  + k)  cos nXdr I 5 K 
( L  
are satisJied for all n 2 1, k arbitrary, and b -a S 2n. 
I d(*%) S ' !(r + 1) sin n z d r  
n 
LEMMA 3. I f f  ( x )  i s  of class + ( n ) ,  admitting the constant K ,  and 
i f  I f ( x )  1 5 M ,  there exist positive constants A and B independent 
of f ( x )  such that 
I K 
where S n ( x )  i s  the nth  partial sum of the Fourier series of f ( x )  
and O(n) i s  any monotone increasing function such that 1 SB(n) 
I4(n) .  
In order t o  prove this we consider 
1 7r sin (n+Q)t 
s n ( x )  =-So ?r [j(x+t)+/(x-t)  1 dt 2 sin at 
@ ( n ) / + ( n )  sin (n+ 4) t 
at. 
2 sin +t 
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Hence 
( 1 7 )  
sin (n  + 4)t  
dt. 
The first integral in ( 1 7 )  does not exceed 
which is not greater than (2n+l)/4(n)+4 log B(n). Thus the 
first term of ( 1 7 ) ,  is not greater than 
+ 4 log 6 ( l t )  . I 
For the second integral we obtain, by using the second mean 
value theorem, 
sin (a + %)t  J j d  + 1) + j(x - 01 dl 2 sin $ f  
where 
But  1 Sobi(r + 1 )  sin rzdr / =( K/@(71). 
Hence 
tn 5 [ j ( z  + t )  + j (z  - t ) ]  sin ( n  + +)tdl a(n)l+(n)  
2K 2K 
I - 5-.  
4(12 + 4) @(+z) 
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Thus the second term of (17) does not exceed 
1 B(n) 2K 1 4 4 ( n )  2K 4K 2K 
- CSC - - I - - -  -- j- 
27r 29(n) 4(?z) - 2a @(n) 4 (n )  n@(n)  o(?z) 
and we get the desired result. 
LEMMA 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3 there exist positive 
constanjs A and B independent of f ( x )  sztch that the remainder 
Rn(x)  = f ( x )  - Sn(x)  sat.is$es the inequality %. 
2K 
For 
I R ~ I  = I ~ n - f (  S j ~ n ( + l f (  
2K 
log B(n) + B1- 4i,)1 + ecn, + M ;  
n 2K 




LEMMA 5. If f ( x )  has first and second order derivatives f '(x),  
f"(x) ,  and if f " ( x )  is of class +(n) admitting the constant K", 
with If"(x)l SM";  then if +'(n) <B' there exist positive con- 
stants A and B such tha t  
4K" 
log B(n) f B - 
n2 4(nl ]+- ngs(fz> 
where B(n) is any monotone increasing function such that  
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We let S,(x) = x: AE(x) and let the Fourier partial sum of 
f " ( x )  be 
TL 91 
an = C B$(x)  = - k2(ak cos k a  + 6k sin k x )  
1 1 
We thus obtain 
Hence 
But 
k  2KW I uk I (a lag e ( k )  + B - 
from Lemma 3. Hence we have 
" k  
(1 8) + Z K ~ ~ C  - 
+ I  4 )  - ( k  + 
m 
+ AM" log e ( k )  
-41 
The fourth term of (18) does not exceed 
The fifth term is equal to 
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(19) AM"[  log 0(n + 1)  1 
(n + 112 n+l 
The second term of (19) is not greater than 
since 
d k +  1)  B' 
log d-. 
4(k)  4(k)  
This follows a t  once from the law of the mean and one of the 
hypotheses of the theorem. 
Thus the fifth term of (18) does not exceed 
Since @(n) S B i t  follows that 
4(n 4- 1 )  S B' 4- d(n) S 24(n) 
for n sufficiently large. Then B(n+l) /B(n)12 and @(nS-1) 
5 28 (n) . Hence 
log 6(n + 1 )  5 log B(72)  + log 2 2 log 8(n) 
and the expression (20) is not greater than 
(2 log 0(n) + - B - 
n2 n2 44%) % ) .
The third term of (19) does not exceed 
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By combining the above results we get 
4K" 
38  log O(n) f 3B - )f- 
dJ(4 ?z2O(n> 
which has the desired form. 
THEOREM 2. I f f  ( x )  i s  of class 4 ( n )  with @ ( n )  < B' and i f f  (x)  
admits the constant K and i s  continuous with modulus of continuity 
w(6),  then there exist positive constants A ,  B ,  and C independent of 
f ( x )  such that 
where 6 (n)  i s  monotone increasing and such that 
In order t o  prove this theorem we employ the averaging func- 
tion5 
This function has the  following properties, as may be easily 
verified: 
(i) If f ( x )  is continuous, 
(ii) If f ( x )  is continuous, 
(iii) I f f  ( x )  is continuous, of class #(n) ,admits the constant K, 
and has modulus of continuity w(6),  then f,(x) is of class +(n)  
and admits the constant K. 
"ee Bray, Bull. Am. Math, Soc. Vol. 29, No. 6.  
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(iv) Under the conditions of (iii) f;(x) is of class +(n) and 
admits the constant 4K/p2. 
(v) Under the conditions of (iii) 
(vi) Under the conditions of (iii) 
I f J x >  - f ( 4  1 d 4%). 
In order to prove the theorem we write 
We then have R,= R,' +Rfr where R,, RL , and A" are the 
Fowier remainders of order n off ( x ) ,  f(x) - fp(x), and f,(x), re- 
spectively. I t  is clear from (iii) tha t  f ( ~ )  -f,(x) is of class +(n) 
and admits the constant 2K. From Lemma 4, using the con- 
stants of Lemma 5, we have 
Since fr(x)  is of class +(n) and admits the constant 4K/p2 we 
have from Lemma 5 
If we put  p .= 1/2n, we then have 
) R ~ I = / R , ' / + ~ R , " [  
since o(1/2n) Sw(l/n).  
Thus there are positive constants A ,  B, and C such that  
and the theorem is proved. 
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From this last theorem we see that  if +(n) is such that 
w(l/n)n/+(n)-+O as  n-+w and if B(n) is so chosen that 
w ( l / n )  log B(n)-+O while e ( ~ ) +  to, then the Fourief series of 
f ( x )  converges uniformly to f (x ) .  
3. EXAMPLE. A Function of Class +(n) = n/(log % ) ' I 3  having a 
Uniformly Convergent Fourier Series : 
The function tve shall consider is defined as follows. We let 
m 
f(x) = kCx) C X i ( % )  for x + o 
3-1 
= 0 for x = 0 
where 
We set 
X i ( % )  = sin nix for ari x 5 pi 
= 0 otherwise. 
and let 
k ( x )  = fi(ai) for g x 5 I j i  
= 0 otherwise, 
nt= 2i22i, a j = 4 ~ / 2 ~ ~ .  Pi is a number such that  P;>ai and Pima;. 
For convenience we take p;*2aj.  
By the notation a!-@ we shall mean that  a/p is bounded from 
zero and infinity. We say that  a! and /3 have the same order, and 
we shall also write alp-1. 
I t  is clear that  the function f ( x )  defined above is continuous 
in O=<x52r.  The graph of the function is illustrated in the ac- 
companying figure. 
If the function +(n) is the function n/(Iog n)'I3, we shall 
show first that  f ( x )  is a t  least of this class. We have 
I Swr.f(~) sin nixdx I = / S*: k (x )  sing nixax ,- k(cri)cri 
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since P i  - ai-ai. 
Now 
N 
23 (log % ; ) l 1 3  
N 
lai(10g f i i )2/3 Bi  
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since log ni-i+2i-2i. This is the desired result. 
We now show tha t  f ( x )  is a t  most of class 4(n) = n/(log n)lI3. 
We consider J j f ( x )  sin nxdx. The number n may be expressed 
in the form n=np+t where 0 st <ns+l-n,. Then n, S n  <n,+i, 
We thus have 
SubXx) sin nzdx  = f ( z )  sin ( I L ,  + 1)xd.x. S. 
This integral may be expressed as 
Job  - JOaj(x)  sin ( n p  + t ) d x  
and i t  is thus sufficient to consider integrals of this type. We 
xvrite 
J o b  f ( x )  sin (np  + q z d x  
= 5 r " / ( x )  sin (,a, + ~ x d x  
= 5 Ja:i k (%) sin ilrz sin (wp + t)xdx 
i - n ~  
where ai<yil_ai; 112 2 1. The right member of (22) may be 
written as 
(23) 2 + 5 [ ' * k ( x )  sin rz~x sin (pi ,  + t)xdx. 
The second sum of (23) may be written as  
Ja:k(z) sin n,x sin ( n p  + t)xdx 
(24) m Y i 
+ sei k(x)  sin nix sin (92, + t)xdx. 
In this sum \ve have 
m 
k (x )  sin ni.l: sin ( la ,  + t)n-dx 
i=p t-1 
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and this does not exceed 
m 





' Z P - t l  
which cioes not exceed a quantity of the order 
log (IS, + t)lI3 (log 12)'13 
I 
t f ip + t M 
111 coizsidering the  first term of (24) we distinguish two cases: 
Case I. t <np. We write 
I Sa;k(%) sin ,r,z sin (n, -t- t)zdz - k(np)np. 
Hence 
(log I Z , ) ~ / ~  (log (n,  + t))'13 (log rt) lI3 
k(aP)aP N - 
U P  n,+ t 1% 
For, since t <n,, rzp+t-n,. 
Case II.  t Zn,. In this case xire write 
1 Ja:k(z) sill izPz sin (up + t )zdz / 
(25) 
= I S c r k ( x )  cos r i d %  - k(x)  coos (2r,  + t)xdz 
For the second term in the right member of (25) we have 
I S a r k ( z )  cos (212 ,  + I )  zdz 
2n, + t  a, + t 
(log (n, + t))lI3 (log % ) ' I 3  
- 5 N- 
n,+ t 12 
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The first integral in (25 )  gives us 
But here we have t l n p ,  so that  t-np+t. In fact we may say that  
t l  (%f  1 ) / 2 .  Thus, from the above relation, 
(log (92, + t ) ) l l s  (log n)lI3 
N - 
n p  + t PZ 
Thus far we have the desired result for the infinite sum in 
(23). We now prove it for the finite part. We have 
21 r " k ( x )  sin n ix  sin (rr ,  + t lxdx  I 
k ( x )  cos (n, f t - n;)xdx 
The function k(x)  plays no part in determining the order here 
since its greatest value is for the index i= 1. The first sum in 
the right member of (26 )  can then be taken to be 
P-1 3-1 1 C (Say cos (,rp + t - ni) xdx 1 N 
i=l i-I n, + t - mi 
The greatest value of l / (np+t-ni )  is attained for i = p -  1, 
namely l / ( n p f  t-np-l). But 
1 I 
N ---- . 
np + t - np-1 np f t 
Hence 
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and since p-log log n,, i t  follows that  
log log ? Z p  
(log (n, + t ) ) ' I 3  (log %)'I3 
< - 
12, + f n 
In a similar manner we see that  the second sum of (26) can 
be considered in the form 
P-1 1 2 I S a ;  cos (n, + t + fii)rdxl ,+ E i-1 n, f t ni 
The rest of the argument is as  before. The proof is now com- 
plete, and we see that  f (x )  is indeed of class 
We wish I ~ O W  t o  determine the modulus of continuity of f ( x ) .  
We shall consider the function in the interval [a;, Pi]. Since we 
consider max [ f (xz) - f (xi) I , ( xz- xll < 6 ,  it is sufficient t o  con- 
sider onIy right hand differences. We may write 
where K is a positive constant. We have 
f l (x)  = k(x)ni cos mix + kt(x) sin nix 
I t  is convenient to consider three cases here. 
Case I. We consider two points X I  and x2=  XI+^ of [ail pi]  
with 6 less than a half period off (x).  Then we have I f  (xz) -f (n) ( 
<Kn;p(ai)G. For 6 equal t o  a half ~ e r i o d  this is of the order ~*.(ai) 
since then &l/ni. But  then p ( ~ i ) , + p ( l / n i ) ~ ~ ( 6 ) .  Since for 
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a half period Knjp(cri)6-p(6) i t  foIIows tha t  Knip(a;)G = Cp(6)  
and 1 ~f 1 < Cp(6) .  
Case II .  If X I  and x2 are in [a;, p i]  and 6 is greater than a half 
period, then, since p(6)  is an  increasing function and Af  can be 
no greater than the maximum in a half period, the result of 
Case I holds a fortiori. 
Case III .  If is in the interval [a;, p i ]  and 8 > a i = P i - a j ,  
then 
since x l N a l  and 6 >al so that  xl+6-6. 
If we take the point x i  at the origin, then, since f ( 0 )  = 0 ,  we 
have rnax I f ( xz )  - f ( x l )  I = rnax I f(x2) 1 which is max I f (x l+6) I 
=max I f (6) l  =,u(6). 
Thus the modulus of continuity of the function f ( x )  is of the 
order 
From Theorem 6 we have 
1 CK , K ,  I  w(-) [il log B(,r) + B - 
11. + " I+- e(n> 
For the example 
n 1 
w(6) = d(n)  = (log 
( log +)->'I3 
We may take O(n) =log n. Then we have 
12 
1 4 Iog n 5 (log n)'I3 
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and 
1 =< log (n + 1) n -I- 1 ( log n ) l I 3  
log 91. .IZ log (n + 1) 
Hence 
1 CK 
1 R,I I [A log log ~z + BClog ?z) ' /~]  + - (log n)2/3 log 72 





 + , ,  + - j  (log n ) 2 / 3  (log n)'J3 log st 
and this approaches zero as n . 4  a. I t  follows that the Fourier 
series of f ( x )  converges uniformly. 
A more general example is obtained if we take 
1 n 
P(X) = cp( f i )  = (log a)'-" 
with s>1/2. 

